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SAFETY ARABIA FOR 
TRADING & 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY

PROFILE
SafetySafety Arabia Co. LLC, was established in 2002 as a Contracting Co. for Road Marking installation 
contracts foreseeing the extraordinary-unique developments in the highways construction and 
maintenance all around Kingdom. The management established Road Paint Manufacturing in 
2004 that proved to be worthwhile and contributed well in saving cost on material for road 
marking business as well as a separate profitable business for the company. Further 
diversifications are planned on the anvil.

ACTIVITIES 
Having some oHaving some of the most modern types of imported equipment, skilled manpower, quality control, 
supervision, etc. we can take up projects of the any nature and successfully complete it in 
stipulated time schedule, according to any international standards and meet any challenges in this 
field.Being associated with our various departments of production of paint within the perimeters 
of our factory complex ensures fast delivery of materials. Various projects belonging to different 
ministries, especially MOC, MOI, MODA, Municipalities, Hospitals, Housing Complexes, 
Universities, ABV Rock Group, etc, have been successfully completed to the client́s entire 
sasatisfaction.It is also to be noted that regular visit by our technical and marketing personal to 
various international exhibitions; trade fair and traffic management training help us get abreast of 
latest technology developments.

 



OUR CLIENTS



OUR SECTORS

CLASIFIED CLIENTS
Thanks to our professionalism the Saudi Aramco relies on our service to execute the Road Marking 
of its various facilities. The quality and workmanship as well as strict compliance of safety 
procedures & PPE (Personal Protection Equipment), we serve Aramco, SEC, Riyadh Metro, GACA, 
RAC etc. by making the working environment safe and secure for both workers and ongoing traffic

HIGHHIGHWAYS
Highways are essential national infrastructure leading the country in the development of 
economic activity. Most KSA journeys are by road. For this reason, an adequate conservation of the 
same is basic to obtain safety and shorter travel time thus boosting the growth with least fatalities.

Data of interest: 

SAFETY ARABIA has an annual average of 2,000,000 m2 of road marking.

  



CITY
SeveSeveral Municipalities, Metro-Politian Cities and Towns have been covered by us.  Our availability, 
quality and speed of execution of the works, is what has allowed us to be always at the top of the 
competitors in the sector.The presence of the company in this sector is not limited only to the 
application of road markings on the roads, but also places special emphasis on the 
implementation in the market of long-term maintenance contracts for cities such as Riyadh, 
Jeddah, Qassim and Dammam.

 



CERAMIC & ROAD STUDS
In AL-Kamilin employs well qualified personnel for the supply and installation of the ceramic 
markers and road studs to delimit, warn and show the lane and road especially in night time or 
during sand storm or rain. We also supply and install Glass Studs Reflectors, Solar Powered 
Products and Warning devices.
TThe installation of the products of our sister concerns such as Reflective Road Signs, W-Beam 
Metal Guard Rail, and Crash Cushions at Gore areas.

 



CERTIFICATES
We received the best quality certificates from Government and Private Companies. 
They are recommending us to other parties based on our quality, performance and workmanship.


